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Abstract
A number of existing and emerging application scenarios generate graph-structured data in a geo-distributed fashion. Although there is a lot of interest in distributed graph processing systems, none of them support geo-distributed graph processing. Geo-distributed analytics, on the other hand, has not focused on iterative workloads such as distributed graph processing.

In this paper, we look at the problem of efficient geo-distributed graph analytics. We find that optimizing the iterative processing style of graph-parallel systems is the key to achieving this goal rather than extending existing geo-distributed techniques to graph processing. Based on this, we discuss our proposal on building MONARCH, the first system to our knowledge that focuses on geo-distributed graph processing. Our preliminary evaluation of MONARCH shows encouraging results.

1 Introduction
Graph analytics has seen an increasing interest in the recent past, with several systems being proposed, both in the research and the open source community [6, 7, 9, 12, 13, 15, 19, 22, 24, 27, 30, 31, 35–37, 41]. This trend is due to the novel application scenarios that have emerged as a result of the proliferation of smart devices and sensors, and the ability of graph algorithms to derive useful insights from such datasets [1, 2]. Most, if not all, existing graph processing systems focus on analyzing graphs that are aggregated to a central location.

Today, many applications that could benefit from graph analysis are deployed on data centers across the globe and generate data in a geo-distributed fashion. For example, users of social networks are located around the globe. Similarly, cellular networks collect data at base stations that are geo-distributed across various locations [18]. This is also true for emerging applications. Internet-of-Things (IoT) applications, such as the much anticipated driverless vehicles, may generate data across multiple aggregation points. In analyzing such datasets, it may not always be feasible to aggregate the data to a central location due to many reasons. First, Wide Area Network (WAN) bandwidth is expensive and transferring large amounts of data may incur high costs. Second, more importantly, many of these scenarios could benefit from timely, low-latency analytics. Finally, political reasons may prevent data from moving to a different location.

The problem of analyzing datasets spanning geographical boundaries is not new; the field of Geo-distributed Analytics (GDA), that has gained much attention recently, focuses on precisely the same problem [34, 39, 40]. GDA brings WAN awareness to big data analytics, thus eliminating the need to move all the data to one location. Existing GDA proposals look at different aspects of this problem, ranging from low-level task placement [34] to higher-level query optimization [39]. However, current works on GDA have focused on simple queries and aggregates, and largely ignored iterative workloads such as machine learning and distributed graph processing, two important and emerging workloads in many applications.

Performing graph analytics in a geo-distributed fashion differs from traditional GDA in many ways. Due to the iterative nature of graph algorithms and the complex dependency in tasks that perform these iterations, simple task placement techniques do not work well as there is a need to deal with task affinity. Further, in traditional GDA, many datasets are amenable to clean sharding. This is not the case in graph processing where locality plays an important role in the performance of graph algorithms. Because of the expensive joins that must be performed at every iteration in a graph-parallel setting, simple join optimizations in GDA may not be effective. Finally, many graph algorithms generate large amounts of intermediate data. Thus, geo-distributed graph analytics solutions need to account for the iterative nature of graph processing.

In this paper, we focus on the problem of geo-distributed graph analytics. While combining traditional GDA with graph analytics may seem straightforward, our experience indicates that it is far from trivial. It is tempting to see this as a graph partitioning problem, since the goal of graph partitioning is to improve locality and thus reduce communication. However, due to the nature of data creation, repartitioning may not be feasible. Other similar challenges exist which should be addressed (§2). We observe that the key in geo-distributed graph analytics is to optimize the iterative processing style of graph-parallel systems. Based on this, we propose three techniques.

First, we reduce the data to be processed using sampling systems. Based on this, we discuss our proposal on building MONARCH, the first system to our knowledge that focuses on geo-distributed graph processing. Our preliminary evaluation of MONARCH shows encouraging results.
remove the inefficiencies in current graph processing models by proposing a modification that reduces data exchange using a simple incremental computation strategy. Finally, we discuss how to bring WAN awareness into the picture (§3). To evaluate our proposal, we are building Monarch, a system that incorporates our proposed techniques. We discuss our early experiences from the system in this paper (§4). To the best of our knowledge, Monarch is the first system to focus on geo-distributed graph analytics.

2 Background & Challenges

We begin the paper with a brief overview of graph processing systems, geo-distributed analytics and then list the challenges in geo-distributed graph analytics.

2.1 Graph Processing Systems

Most existing general purpose graph processing systems allow end-users to perform graph computations by exposing a graph-parallel abstraction. The user provides a vertex program which is run repeatedly on each of the vertex (in parallel) by the system. Interaction between vertices is implemented using either shared state (e.g., GraphLab [24]) or message passing (e.g., Pregel [28]). A barrier is usually enforced between each iteration of the vertex program. PowerGraph [13] introduced the Gather-Apply-Scatter (GAS) model that captures the conceptual phases of the vertex program as shown in listing 1. In the GAS decomposition, a vertex program consists of three phases: a gather phase that collects information about adjacent vertices and edges and applies a function on them, the apply phase that uses the function’s output to update the vertex, and the scatter phase that uses the new vertex value to update adjacent edges. The system executes these phases sequentially. Many popular open-source graph-processing frameworks [12, 13] have adopted the GAS model. Since we are building Monarch on a graph processing framework that uses the GAS model, we focus on it in this paper. However, our techniques are general and can be applied to other models.

2.2 Geo-Distributed Analytics

A number of recent works have made the case for Geo-Distributed Analytics (GDA) [34, 39, 40]. While traditional data analytics assumes that data resides in a single, centralized datacenter, GDA forgoes that assumption. In GDA, data is collected and stored at geographically distributed datacenters. Analytic tasks are run across these datacenters without aggregating data to a central location. The key challenge in GDA systems is to ensure low response times for the analytic tasks being performed.

GDA systems solve this challenge by being Wide Area Network (WAN) aware. Specifically, these systems consider intermediate data movement to be the bottleneck and thus optimize the placement of such data and tasks that operate on them based on the bandwidth available between datacenters. Some systems [17] go further by switching between different join strategies and task coordination.

2.3 Challenges

There are several challenges in building a geo-distributed graph processing system.

First, GDA systems assume simple jobs and queries. In contrast, graph processing systems execute graph algorithms in an iterative manner, with multiple message exchanges in every iteration. Extending this to a geo-distributed setting means that every iteration would generate data exchange across WAN. While traditional GDA’s task placement and scheduling can optimize where the tasks are placed, they do not alleviate the problem with the iterative model of graph processing.

Second, in GDA systems, data is susceptible to sharding. Hence, there is fine grained control over data movement that could be beneficial—for instance, a small amount of data could be moved to a different data center for a significant improvement in task placement flexibility. While graph partitioning has similar goals of improving locality and reducing communication between partitions, cleanly partitioning graphs is a hard problem [13]. Additionally, as graph algorithms progress the partitioning may need to be changed for the best performance. On top of this, since partitioning graphs cannot be done at fine granularity, a complete repartitioning may need to be done due to the nature of data generation. Thus, a one-time partitioning or data placement strategy is unlikely to be of help.

Finally, graph algorithms are complex, and their distributed implementations are demanding since they involve expensive operations [12]. The immutability assumption made by many graph-processing frameworks make things worse in terms of bandwidth usage. For task scheduling purposes, some GDA systems assume that intermediate data could be estimated and placed efficiently. This assumption breaks down in graph processing, where the intermediate data size could be large. As an example, running connected components on the openly available Twitter data [3] results in shuffling more than 50GB of data during the initial iterations in GraphX [12], a popular graph processing framework.

3 Our Proposal

We now describe our proposal for geo-distributed graph analytics after discussing our assumptions.
3.1 Assumptions

**Geo-Distributed Graph:** We assume that the graph is generated in a geo-distributed fashion. That is, a graph $G(V, E)$ exists across $P$ partitions, distributed across $D$ data centers ($P \gg D$). Each partition $p \in P$ consists of $v$ vertices and $e$ edges. In this setting, it is obvious that aggregating the graph to one data center is expensive.

PowerGraph [13] argued that many naturally occurring graphs follow power-law distribution and hence make a case for vertex-cuts rather than edge-cuts for entities spanning partitions. Following this, we choose vertex-cuts, and mirror vertices which have edges spanning partitions. We note that this is not fundamental to our approach, as our approach could use edge-cuts also.

As discussed earlier, we do not assume that a complete repartitioning (e.g., using a communication efficient partitioning scheme such as 2D partitioning [13]) could be done. Thus, we restrict ourselves to the partitioning provided by the data naturally. Leveraging partitioning flexibility is something that we wish to pursue in the future.

**Algorithms:** While a large body of algorithms exist for the analysis of graphs, we restrict our scope in this work to algorithms that are implementable in a GAS decomposition model. Most of the commonly used graph algorithms can be expressed in GAS decomposition format; for instance, GraphX [12] provides implementations for six such graph algorithms (connected components, label propagation, page rank, SVD, shortest path, and triangle count).

**WAN vs LAN Bandwidth:** We assume that the LAN bandwidth is significantly higher than the WAN bandwidth. We further assume that the WAN bandwidth between pairs of DCs can differ significantly. This is true in most cloud provider settings. For instance, [39] notes that inter-DC bandwidth in major cloud providers is 1-2 orders of magnitude less than intra-DC bandwidth, and that the pair-wise WAN bandwidth can vary by over 20×.

3.2 Approach

The overall architecture of the system we are currently building, which we call MONARCH, is depicted in Figure 1. Based on our observation that optimizing iterative processing style of graph-parallel algorithm is the key to efficient geo-distributed graph analytics, the main idea in our approach is to leverage the characteristics of graph-parallel computation model and the algorithms they support to reduce WAN usage. To achieve this, we propose three simple, but powerful techniques: first, we reduce the data itself using an accuracy preserving sampling process. This results in less data to exchange. Second, we propose a modification to the GAS model that removes the inefficiencies with iterative processing. Finally, we bring WAN awareness to this modified model. We explain them in the rest of this section.

3.2.1 Sparsification without Accuracy Loss

In geo-distributed graph analytics, inter-DC data exchange happens only if there are entities spanning multiple data centers. Hence, our first goal is to reduce these spanning entities and/or reduce the data flowing through them.

In MONARCH, we call vertices that interface with other datacenters border vertices. Since we use vertex-cut by default, border vertices are mirrors. In the GAS model, vertices gather (scatter) messages from (to) their neighborhood (§2). Thus, by reducing the size of the graph, we can reduce the amount of data transferred across data centers. Unfortunately, randomly eliminating graph entities to reduce the graph size leads to incorrect results.

To solve this, we plan on using a simple technique. We observe that in iterative graph-parallel model, many graph algorithms generate and exchange redundant intermediate data. This is because the GAS model only considers the immediate neighborhood in each iteration. Leveraging this, we can design a sparsification strategy that eliminates graph entities that will not contribute to the final solution. To illustrate a simple case, consider the connected components algorithm. By examining the connectivity information of border vertices, we can eliminate the need to mirror all but one vertex across DC pairs if the vertices are connected. This reduces the amount of data transferred across DCs. Further improvements can be obtained if only partial results are required (e.g., only required to compute components that contain particular vertices, or only find top components), as such cases can discard large parts of the graph and even eliminate the need for border vertices.
While the sparsification technique is beneficial in our setting, we note two shortcomings with it. First, not all algorithms can leverage such sparsification strategies. Second, our sparsification strategy may result in a slightly longer convergence time. This is because by dropping entities, we may eliminate a shorter path. However, we assume that the cost of WAN transfer is much higher than this small sacrifice in convergence time.

3.2.2 Geo-distributed Graph Computation Model

Once the graph is sparsified, the next step is to run graph algorithms on it in a geo-distributed manner. As discussed in §2, GAS computations result in two data exchanges (gather and scatter) in every iteration. In our setting, this means that the border vertices potentially need to exchange data twice per iteration. When the data to be exchanged is large and/or when multiple iterations are involved, these transfers can become the bottleneck.

To solve this problem, we propose a simple modification to the GAS model. In this model, we restrict the execution of the GAS model to each datacenter. We then use a merging strategy to combine the results from each datacenter. Our enhanced GAS model consists of the following stages:

**Bootstrap:** When a graph algorithm is to be executed, MONARCH first invokes the bootstrap stage. In the bootstrap phase, MONARCH runs vanilla GAS on every datacenter independently. We consider the subgraph in each data center to be a graph of its own, and compute the algorithm result on this subgraph. At the end of this stage, we end up with local solutions in each datacenter.

**Global Sync:** After the bootstrap GAS execution has converged, we invoke a global synchronization stage. In this stage, only border vertices participate. A gather-like operation is invoked on them which enables the vertices to collect the partial state from other mirrors. Then, an algorithm-specific function $f_a$ is used to combine these partial states to generate an updated state for the border vertices. After this stage, all the mirrors of each border vertices have the same state. However, the global graph is in an inconsistent state. This is because the partial results in each DC may no longer be valid because of the updates to the border vertices.

**iGAS:** A strawman approach to recompute the correct partial results is to reset the local graph’s vertices (except the border vertices) and restart the local GAS computation. However, this is wasteful. Hence we propose a different approach. We observe that after the synchronization, each subgraph is equivalent to an updated graph (with just the border vertices updated). Thus, we can leverage an incremental computation model to update the results on the local graph. In MONARCH, we design an incremental version of the GAS model, which we call iGAS.

![Figure 2](image_url): In incremental GAS model, each iteration marks and activates the neighborhood it influences. In this example, border vertex A is updated. It marks and activates B in the first iteration, B marks and activates C in the second iteration and C marks and activates D in the third. By leveraging the characteristics of the algorithm being executed, we avoid marking E and F although they are in the immediate neighborhood of C and B.

The iGAS computation leverages both the GAS computation model and algorithm properties. Specifically, we exploit the fact that GAS computations consider only the immediate neighborhood. In each iteration of the iGAS, we mark the immediate neighborhood of vertices that changed their state, and force computations on them. Obviously, in the first iteration, we mark the neighbors of the border vertices. We then repeat this marking and re-computation step until the change in the border vertex is propagated across the entire local graph. One problem with this approach is that potentially all the vertices may recompute if the graph is fully connected. To avoid this, we leverage algorithm properties. We mark only neighbors which might use the updated value. Figure 2 shows our iGAS approach. At a high level, iGAS can be seen as a backtracking and rectification process.

To summarize, our enhanced GAS model starts with a normal execution of the GAS model, then switches to iterations of global sync followed by iGAS until convergence. Essentially, we are amortizing the cost of synchronization after every iteration of the GAS step by batching multiple GAS iterations. We note that there is one caveat to our approach. The global synchronization step assumes that the algorithm-specific function, $f_a$, is able to correctly combine the partial results for each border vertex. While we have derived $f_a$ for many common graph algorithms, generalizing our technique to any graph algorithm is part of our future work.

3.2.3 Bringing WAN Awareness

While MONARCH specifically optimizes for WAN bandwidth, our techniques consider WAN bandwidths to be equal. However, this is not true in practice. To tackle this problem, we envision two approaches.

First, we plan to generalize our computation model to support arbitrary interleaving of the global sync and iGAS phases per datacenter. Thus, depending on the
While this is longer than the reported numbers in GraphX, we are currently building Monarch on GraphX. We present our early experiences in this section. We evaluate the usefulness of the enhanced GAS model that includes the local incremental computations and global syncs.

We chose the open source Twitter dataset [21], and use 16 machines on Amazon EC2 that simulates the same setting as in [12]. We picked 4 machines in each region, and then ran the connected components algorithm. The results are depicted in fig. 3. We see that GraphX is unable to complete the computation since it fails during the shuffle stage, while the enhanced model we propose is able to complete the computation in around 310 seconds. While this is longer than the reported numbers in GraphX (251s), we believe a lot of optimization opportunities are left for us to explore. We also see that while GraphX tries to transfer almost 10GB of data across WAN, Monarch only transfers around 1 GB. In this experiment, we did not use the sparsification process.

4 Preliminary Evaluation

We are currently building Monarch on GraphX. We present our early experiences in this section. We evaluate the usefulness of the enhanced GAS model that includes the local incremental computations and global syncs.

We chose the open source Twitter dataset [21], and use 16 machines on Amazon EC2 that simulates the same setting as in [12]. We picked 4 machines in each region, and then ran the connected components algorithm. The results are depicted in fig. 3. We see that GraphX is unable to complete the computation since it fails during the shuffle stage, while the enhanced model we propose is able to complete the computation in around 310 seconds. While this is longer than the reported numbers in GraphX (251s), we believe a lot of optimization opportunities are left for us to explore. We also see that while GraphX tries to transfer almost 10GB of data across WAN, Monarch only transfers around 1 GB. In this experiment, we did not use the sparsification process.

5 Discussion

Our proposal, Monarch, is a very preliminary attempt at the problem of geo-distributed graph analytics. We would like to improve several aspects of the system, and are actively working on them. First, we are exploring general graph sparsification and approximation techniques. In this respect, we are studying the class of algorithms which can be sparsified without loss in accuracy, or if that is not possible then the impact of sparsification on accuracy. For this, we plan on leveraging graph theory, such as [23], which presents a theoretical analysis of input reduction to some popular graph algorithms. Second, we are studying the convergence properties of various graph algorithms in our computation model. Finally, we wish to improve the computation model. Specifically, we are working on generalizing the model to all graph algorithms (e.g., $f_a$ and incorporating WAN awareness. Towards this, we plan on leveraging the recent advancements in dynamic graph computations, including work on similar graph-parallel abstractions [32]. This will also allow us to extend our work to settings where the graph changes over time.

6 Related Work

A large number of graph processing systems exist in the literature, of which [4–6, 8, 11–14, 22, 24–26, 33, 35–38, 41–52] focus on iterative analytics on static graphs, while [7, 9, 15, 18–20, 27, 29–32] focus on analytics on evolving graphs. However, none of them support geo-distributed processing and thus focus on a single datacenter where the graph is aggregated. While our work focuses on the GAS decomposition model, these techniques can be incorporated into other models. [10] parallelizes sequential graph algorithms using partial evaluations and algorithm specific incremental computations, but does not consider geo-distributed settings.

On the other hand, many recent works have proposed techniques for geo-distributed data analytics. Iridium [34] uses WAN aware task placement and scheduling. [40] looks at join algorithm selection strategies for WAN optimization. SWAG [17] coordinates tasks across DCs. Finally, Clarinet [39] argues for WAN aware query optimization. [16] looks at the problem of geo-distributed machine learning using approximation techniques that are specific to ML algorithms. None of these systems consider iterative graph processing.

7 Conclusion

Graph processing and geo-distributed analytics are two areas that have seen increasing interest in the recent past. Yet, neither of them support the other. Geo-distributed graph analytics could be beneficial for many application scenarios that generate graph-structured data. In this paper, we took the first step towards marrying geo-distributed analytics with graph-parallel processing. We listed the challenges in doing so, and proposed a solution to address these challenges. We are actively building Monarch, a system that incorporates our proposals, and plan on open-sourcing the system.
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